
 

DIÀVVELE 
“Nomina sunt consewquentia rerum.”  For the people of ancient times names come from reality. 

The mountain pass of Gioia Vecchio separates the two different sides of the mountain: the lake side 

of Marsica and the other one of Alto Sangro. The river has its sources between the Mount Turkio 

side (1898 m.) and the Morrone del Diavolo side (1602 m.). The imposing Valley of Lampazze  

separates the Parruccia from the cost of the Ertélla. Diavolo (‘devil’) is the name that indicates 

separation; from Sumerian da ‘side, part’ , Greek dià ‘separately’ and Acadian vel ‘plateau’. 

‘Passo del Diavolo’: a pass that ‘separates the plateaus’:  which form the vally where the Sangro 

River flows. 

 

FOFFLE 

“Possiede un territorio nel luogo detto sopra la via della fonte di Foffle di coppe due” (“he owns a 

territory in the place called over the road of the spring of Foffle of two bushels”), Angelo 

Cornacchia (Municipal terrain plan of Lecce p. 35). Angelo Buccella, on the other hand, owns “un 

territorio prativo di coppa mezza giusta li beni di Bartolomeo Valletta, di Giacomo Terra, 

dell’Assunta ed il rio” (“a grassy territory of half a bushel right in the midst of the lands of 

Bartolomeo Valletta, of Giacomo Terra, and of Assunta and the brook”) (p. 54) Above the spring 

of Foffle we can find the ‘menaturo delli bovi” (cattle drink) (p.216). Examples could go on and on 

because the Prata are vast, where up until recent time, around the beginning of July, everyone went 

to cut the grasslands for hay. The spring of Le Prata quenched the thirst and refreshed those people 



who would agree to meet there on the same days in order to avoid the problem that a neighbour 

might…make a mistake and cut the hay in someone else’s field (corrected by the author to “erring, 

cut the hay in a field not one’s own”). With the town abandoned and the inhabitants gone down into 

the valley the name of the spring of Le Prata, Foffle, has been forgotten… 

It is a spring with abundant waters, so much so that it creates a brook. Fufluns was an Etruscan 

divinity of water. In this name an Acadian base can be discovered bubbulum ‘flood’. It seems that 

the quantity, when it flowed down through the Mazzèlla, was about 7 – 8 liters / second. Some have 

tried to find out where ‘the waters come back out’ after having been swallowed in je Mandrìjje, by 

throwing paint into it. Fable has it that they ‘come back out’ at le Jerettone. The spring of Le Prata, 

the spring of Foffle. In a current metaphor the name of the spring has come to mean literally ‘flood 

of offspring’. 

 

FORFERA (Puzze) 

When the snows thaw, towards the end of Spring, form the well of Forfera springs up so much 

water that, flowing together with the two sources situated a bit farther up the mountain, forms a real 

and true river, caught between the elevations of the Prajje and the Ara de je lupe. Those devoted 



to St. Giovanni who from went from Trasacco to Bisegna crossed the river near this spring like, 

thousands of years before, had those who were devoted to Angythia, the goddess of fertility, who 

had a sanctuary dedicated to her in the woods of Luco.  In Bosforus, Greek bòsporos, the strait in 

the Black Sea that separates Europe from the Anatolian Peninsula, the element bos corresponds to 

the Acadian ba’ù ‘across’ and poros from the Acadian buru ‘bog, well’. Forfera has nothing to do 

with furfur, -ris ‘bran, sheath of grain’ and even less to do with ‘forfora’ (sloughing of the skin). It 

has already been mentioned elsewhere that the labial consonants p b f  are exchanged between each 

other. And also it is frequent to exchange the liquid r and the whispering s. Forfera therefore 

‘crossing of the river’ is of the same origins as the Greek bòsporos – Bosphorus. 

 

 

LABRANDA 

 This has been considered as a nickname. The term labranda has nothing to do with a cot (branda, 

in Italian); it is a toponym. Mr. Fossato, this is recent history, found the first obstacle at Carante, a 

riverbank, consisting in a mountainside; which then ditched into a bog; enlarged at Cacèsare, and 

going around Piazza d’erbe, loses itself in trickles going down along Vecciùne. Labranda ‘bog of 

the current’ equal to the Latin labrum ‘basin, tub’ is from Acadian buru ‘well, cistern’ and 



Acadian ratum ‘current’; la, is a perfix that corresponds to the Western Semitic preposition which 

indicates locative and belonging to. Labranda, thus the place where the waters form a ‘tub’, or 

rather stands still. 

 

MANAFURNE 

There is not one citizen from Gioia who will not sustain that the old town is called ‘Manafurne’ 

because, having been built on the mountainside of Mount Panna, entirely on the southern side, it is 

‘hot as an oven’ (in Italian, ‘oven’ is forno -> furne in dialect). The mmèrza where Manafurne 

was constructed made up a natural defense facing the lake, whose waters often rose up even to the 

Acquelèlla. The very plains of Colabritte, in a depression, once was invaded by those waters. The 

name of the rise, the Castellucia at whose feet the Marsican road unfolds, ‘hill in front of the 

water’ confirms this; Acadian kas ‘in front of, before’, tellu ‘hill’ and –uccia from agù ‘water’. 

‘Manafurne’ ‘obstruction at the marsh, at the pond’, from Mediterranean foundations, Semitic as 

in Hebrew mana ‘obstruct to difend from afar,’ ‘separate’ and Acadian burum ‘pond, marsh’. The 

Roman moenia, ‘defense bastions of the town’. 

 



PALUMME 

From the ex- Piazza Risorgimento (who wouldn’t call it ‘ex’?) until the mill, where the Pajjare de 

Viddie begins, is Palumme. If you were to ask ‘those from Siérre’ about the origins of the name, 

they would tell you that, after the earthquake of 1915, the houses in that neighbourhood were rebuilt 

by a company called Palumbo from Lecce in  the Salentine area.  Not far from the source of the 

Aventino River, in the Province of Chieti, there is Palena; at Ortucchio, near the castle, a street has 

the same name – Via Palena. Pala in Acadian is ‘heights,’  Italic fala (see falasca) and Acadian 

enu ‘river, course of water.’ Palumme ‘heights of the bog, of the lake’. The various surroundings 

with their toponymy refer to the lake. 

PARRUCCIA 

From the Passo del Diavolo (Devil’s Pass – note of tr.) the road takes us down to Le Prata; on the 

left, below, in the valley, the first waters of the Sangro River; Acadian parakku ‘place of worship.’ 

Parruccia ‘high over the water’ from the Sangro River, from the source of the Spina from the 

fountainhead of the Cecerana. Luvio parri, ‘high (up)’. This is found as a surname. 

PERRONE (FOSSA = ditch, channel) 

Once again in the municipal terrain plan, Angelo Zarini “owns a territory in the place called Fossa 

Perrone of one bushel and five puggelli
11

, amidst the possessions of Pietro Zarini, of Matteo di 

Leone, Mr. Rigo and the uncultivated (part)”. Also, Francesco Gentilotti, Giulio Gervasi and others 

owned ‘territories’ at the Brook. Two and a half centuries ago Fossa Perrone flowed, therefore, like  

a brook. If someone out of curiousity might have the itch to get there, in the Spring, when the snow 

is melting, they would realize that, across those lands, a tiny stream still flows. Perrone: from the 

Acadian buru ‘cavity, well, marsh’ and enu ‘source, river, stream, course of water. ’ 

PERTENACCE 

In the decade 1940-1950 at Tarote, now unpopulated, there were around sixty young boys, equally 

divided between the two neighbourhoods: the Vecènne and the Pertenacce. The clear separation 

between the two neighbourhoods came out, when they organized some collective game like 

topatòpa, which has been mentioned in the first pamplet. (…) The faucet of the fountain, in the 

center of the town square, separated those of Vecènne  from those of Pertenacce. The border of 

Vecènne was the Sterpare, a ‘mmèrza where the remains of an old olive tree still grew, in those 

years, and in front of which has been fount the pedestal of the monument dedicated by the Vicales 

Anninis to Aulus Virgio Marso. The Pertenacce was on the side opposite the Vecènne, to the 

North, turned towards the antique Marruvium or rather towards the plains of Fucino. The term 

suggested the big, old and poorly kept entrance door, of which, however, there is no trace left. 

Pertenacce  is from the Acadian burtum ‘lake, pond’ and Acadian agù ‘water’. The name referred, 

therefore, to the part of Tarote nearest to Fucino Lake, while Vecènne is the part nearest to the 

‘mmèrze, which are the border of the stream. Vecènne from Acadian (w)iku ‘dike, barrier’ and 

Acadian enu ‘river, stream, fountainhead’, Semitic ‘ain ‘river’ Latin amnis. 
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 Puggello/puggelli = p’jlle = ‘fist’, an agricultural measure of the surface covered by one fist of grain strewn when 

sowing; about 20 sq. metres. 



 

PESCÌNA 

As the good Parson Andrea di Pietro, canonicus, theologus for the Marsian Bishop D. Michele 

Angelo Sorrentino
12

: “the Castle of Pescina, dominated by Mount Pesce on whose mountainside it 

has been built; or rather from pescine, or  more precisely ditches that the inhabitants that excavated 

in the plains, and filled in winter-time with the waters of the Giovenco River so as to be able to 

capture ducks…”(Andrea Di Pietro ‘Agglomerazioni delle Popolazioni attuali della Diocesi dei 

Marsi – Editor – Adelmo Polla 1985). Pescina is found exactly at the mouth of the river Giovenco; 

from which the name from Acadian pe, ‘opening, mouth’, Acadian sa, demonstrative pronoun ‘that’ 

and Acadian inu, enu, Semitic ‘ain ‘river’. Pescina built at the ‘mouth of the river’ Giovenco. 
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 Thus written, set down by the very same Di Pietro, in the “Liber baptizatorum dell’anno 1853” (Baptismal Book of 

the Year 1853) 



  

PEZARÉLLE 

This was a fountainhead with a remarkable flow of waters before some dynamite fiend threw in a 

load of dynamite…”to get more water to flow out”. In the 1700’s, along with the waters of the 

Spring thaw, it contributed to the feed of a good two watermills that worked by way of  

‘refota’(‘gush, spurt, flow’). From an opening in the boulder, along the road that leads to the 

Jerettone and Le Prata, gushes out (once gushed out!) fresh, cold water. Pezarélle, literally, in this 

order: ‘opening (mouth) that flows up high’ from the Acadian pe, pu ‘mouth, opening’ sa 

demonstrative pronoun ‘that’, rehu ‘to flow, to run’, ellù ‘high, high up’. The source was also 

called Fota. Here, also, ‘mouth of the water’ from pe, pu ‘opening, mouth’ and adù, edù ‘water’, 

considered in the aspect of ‘wave’ to mean abbundance. (Municipal terrain plan p. 561).  

 



 

PRAJJA 

Fellow citizens that in the 1950’s expatriated in search of work tell us that in Switzerland, near the 

lake of Geneva, there is a mountain called Prajje. It looks out over the lake, like our Prajje that 

mirrored itself in our lake. As we have seen before, with Acquafredda:  pra ‘in front of’, Acadian 

ajjaru ‘lake, water area’. 

RETONNA 

The site that extends from the street Via S. Maria and the street that, starting at the level of the 

cemetery, crossing the stream, and comes to a junction with the former at the newly contructed 

round-about has become an area of urbanistic expansion. Topographers have translated with the 

word ‘Rotonda’ (Italian for ‘round’ – note of tr.) the name Retonna, name by which the indigenous 

populace knows this area which stretches on up to Revana. There is nothing ‘round’ about this 

locality, if not the round-about, which is still being completed, and is meant to guide traffic. The 

neighbourhood is crossed throughout all its extension, up to  the Revana, by the stream. From this 

the name. Ratu,  in Acadian, is ‘current’; enu ‘river, stream, course of water, source’. The 



uncountable pebbles, some of remarkable size, that those who begin building a house or cultivating 

a garden at Retonna  found testify that the current, Acadian ratu, of that stream flowed through 

here a long time ago. 

REVANNA 

The territory is now occupied by a garbage dump. Once, not long ago, the waters of the stream were 

dispersed in that area. ‘The river flows’ is the meaning of the name: from Acadian rehu ‘to flow, to 

run’ and Acadian enu Semitic ‘ain ‘river, stream, course of water’. In 1753, the date of the writing 

in the municipal terrain plan, the locality was called Mainetta which confirms the meaning of 

Revana. Ainetta from Acadian mu, me ‘water’ (Arab: me ‘water’) and itu, etu ‘limit, border, 

bank’. 

 



PERSONAL NAMES – NICKNAMES 

(in the area of Pescina, Marsica, Abruzzo) 

AFRECANE 

Visible from every part of the town, on the mountainside of Tarote, recognizable by the fringe-

leaved plant Pezzecarasce (Celtic australis), fenced in all around by stones extracted from the 

plowed earth, it  climbs up the Pedone Valley or the Setacce Valley. It was through that great 

valley that,  half a century ago, the pilgrims passed going from Trasacco to the Sanctuary of St. 

Giovanni at Bisegna. Pedone from the Acadian padanu ‘pathway, track, roadbed’. In the past 

centuries, it was the way by which everybody, from the Western banks of Fucino Lake, like the 

pilgrims from Trasacco, went to the Eastern bank finding it easier to travel, when they had to get to 

Alfedena, the Samnium River and the lands of Capitanata. Beyond the great valley of Pedone 

extends another large valley, that of Afrecane; from the Acadian apar ‘land, continent’ Hebrew 

‘afar ‘dust earth’ and qanu ‘border territory’. It was after passing through this vally that other 

territories existed, other peoples, another continent. It was a big valley, which once passed though 

one could come to know “an elsewhere land” (Shakespeare). The great valley was cultivated, and 

the topical name has passed down to indicate the person who owned it. 

ATTILIO 

“From midday until three in the afternoon it became dark throughout all the land. Towards three 

o’clock, Jesus cried out with a shout “ Eli, Eli, lemà sbactàni?”, which means “my God, my God, 

why have you forsaken me?” (Matthew, 45-46) Attilio  ‘witnes of the god’, from the Acadian attu, 

ettu ‘belonging, appertaining, witnessing’ and from Acadian ilu ‘god’, genitive ili ‘of god’. 

BAZZÙ 

Greek bazo for ‘I speak’; from Acadian pa’um ‘mouth´; - zu is the Acadian determinative su, in 

anaphorical position, ‘that’. Literally, ‘that of the ba’. 

BECARALE 

As Afrecane this is toponymastic. Strictly connected to Artejjère whose meaning, from Acadian 

arittu ‘straight, perpendicular’ and Acadian jarru ‘marsh, bog’, has been amply examined in the 

first pamphlet. Becarale, the same as bersale, refers to the position of the ‘contrada’ (county, 

neighbourhood) which is found at the initial part of the underlying valley, a depression made up of 

the now gone Vìquele de S. Pasquale and from the Via Tàlamo street, these also gone to make 

way for a part of the town square. Becarale:  from Acadian pù, pe ‘opening, mouth, initial part’, 

Acadian barru ‘ditch’ and alu ‘county, village, town’. Tàlamo bog of the hill from Acadian tellu 

‘hill, rise’ and ammu ‘marsh, bog’. 

BENITE 

From Acadian binitu ‘creature’. 

 



  

 

BIASCE 

It’s generally considered that this is derived from the Latin name blaesus, balbus ‘stuttering, 

lisping’. It’s not necessary to repeat that, for the ancients, a name was a wish, a prophecy, a 

predicting “omen.” Who is that father, choosing the name of his own son, that would wish him to be 

born ‘lisping’ and not, instead, ‘decorous, dignified, decent, fine, handsome, gracious’ which are 

what makes up the meaning of the name Biaše ? (read Biashay) Biaše: from Acadian bajasiu.  

“Bless Bejasche!” An expression that indicates wonder, admiration for the abilities demonstrated 

by a Biashe during his own activies.  In Biascitte the adverb itti ‘near, next to’ has a reinforcing 

action: ‘truly bajashiu, really well done!” 

CADORNA 

During the First World War the Italian army was commanded by General Cadorna, until it retired at 

Caporetto. Cesidio Gallotti, who owned a house and a stall at the beginning of the street Via 

Tarote, never told why he was given the neme of the General. He couldn’t know that his ancestor, 

after transferring from Lecce Vecchio down to the valley and having built the house and the stall at 

the beginning of the the hillside of Tarote, was called Cadorna. The full-level waters of the 

Latavana ran along the feet of the Tarote hillside which made up ‘a defense, a fortress’ with those 

waters. Cadorna from the Acadian kadu ‘fortress, defense, lookout’ : -orna,  as in Aterno, the 

biggest river of Abruzzi, is from the Acadian naru ‘river, course of water.’  Cenquanta lives next 

to Cadorna, but before the outcrop; enqu, which is before the ‘bend in the river’; anta, suffix same 

as –ènte, (-ing)  (for example: in Italian bollente, in English ‘boiling’), indicating property. We 

could ‘translate’ Cenquanta ‘he who dwells at the bend (of the brook)’. 

CAFÒNA 

In a list here, under the paragraph ‘names of persons’, words that, to tell the truth,  as already 

mentioned, are names referring to places. This is the case of Cafòna. If to those who dominated the 

bank high above the stream, the term Cadorna is appropriate, as is the term Cafòna for those who, 

farther down, digging into the rocks, had managed to excavate some ‘caverns’ (Italian dialect - 

caforgne). In Acadian qabu is ‘stall’. Cafòna ‘grotto, river stall, cavern’ from the Acadian enu 

‘river, stream’, from Semitic ‘ain’ ‘river, course of water’. Those from Cafòna ‘those (who dwell 

near) the grotto.) The terminal part -one in the word cafone is from a different origin; from 

Acadian enu ‘lord, man’ (Fiovanni Pettinato ‘EBLA’; p. 136. En = ‘lord’) and thus the meaning of 

cafone is ‘lord of the stall’ which is ‘master of animals, of flocks, of herds’ and of the camps to 

cultivate and to graze his animals. 

CANE ‘LLE MATTE 

Acadian kanu ‘to be solid, constant’; antique Babilonese muttum ‘bar’, and taken up again from 

Latin muto, mutto, onis. 

 



 

CANGANÉLLE 

Cadorna, Cafòna, Canganélle, near each other; we have just read about the first two name words. 

In the name Canganélle the consideration its position high up from the valley which consists, now, 

of the town square, yet in the past held a pond of stilled waters along the stream: from Acadian 

kankannu ‘container’ and Acadian ellù ‘alto, in alto’. The Greek conghe ‘conch shell, cavity’ and 

our (Ital.) conca, (Engl.)  conch shell, have the same origins as Canganélle. 

 

CARDOCCHIE 

The spines confer a remarkable resistance to the thistle, the cardoon, (Ital. – cardo); they keep 

insects and other animals away so as not to suffer harm; but the not the little goldfinch (called 

cardellino in Italian, taking it’s name from the plant), which has learned to come around when its 

seeds are mature in the thistlebloom. Isn’t the heart, Latin, cor, Greek kardia, maybe not the 

strongest muscle of a living organism? The Qurds, strong warriors, tempered by their mountains 

and their territory. In Acadian qardu is ‘strong’. In Bettafoche and in Artucchia we have seen that 

–oche, -ucchia (‘ch’ pronounced like ‘k’) is from Acadian agù, egù ‘water’. Cardocchie ‘strong 

(like) water’. 

 

CECIÙTA 

“All on the shoulders of poor Ceciùta! – Anyway, Ceciùta will do it!” (“tutto addosso alla povera 

Ceciùta – Tanto ci pensa la Ceciùta!) was the discouraged exclamation of a poor woman, wife and 

mother on whose shoulders weighed all the housework and not only, when, uncomprehended, she 

had no collaboration from other members of the family. And when she just couldn’t handle the 

fatigue anymore, fatalistic: - all on the shoulders of this poor ciavatta…! –Ceciùta, ciavatta  from 

Acadian shawatu ‘wife’; in the Hatta language zawatu ‘wife’. (English – similar to ‘shuffle’ 

‘slipper’) 

 

CÒNTE 

They called him the Count (l’ Cònte), but he had few belongings. The ancestor of the Cònte, at the 

beginning of the second half of the 1800’s (the drying up of the lake brought on many hopes; the 

first one that of being able to end hunger!) had left Péschie (Pescasseroli) in search of better 

conditions in life for his family, as others had left, fortune-seekers, other mountain towns: Scanno, 

Alfedena, Pescocostanzo… The community, in those days always ready to welcome a stranger, 

called him l’Cònte (the Count) bringing back a linguistic foundation sent down over the 

generations. Kentu, in Acadian is a ‘legalized, established through correct procedures’ man which 

means that our “Conte” had moved from Pescasseroli following the correct beaurocratic and other 

procedures. (Today we would say that he ‘obtained a permit for residence’!)  In some areas of 

Northern Italy the nickname  has become a surname, Cantù, and regards families who have had the 



same troubles; emigrating from one town or country to another, where they then definitely settle 

down and thus, kentu. 

 

DACHE (‘ch’ pronounced as a ‘k’) 

***Jallotte [ *** = ‘unpronounceable’ (swear) word? –n. of translator], cousin of l’ Dache, when 

asked why this name, got around it with a smile, as if to say “I know why, but I don’t know how to 

answer you!”, just like Agostino from Ippona, when asked what time was. L’ Dache was a short 

man, but not much under the average height for those times; referring to about a century ago, and as 

is known, thanks to bettered conditions of living, the stature of the Italian population has become 

quite a bit taller. Tagete, the youth with the visage of an old man, that an Etruscan tiller saw appear 

from behind a clod of earth in front of his plow, in the fields of Tarquinia and heard proclain 

predictions in an unknown tongue (Ovidius: ‘Metamorphosis’ XV 553-559),  is from the Acadian 

tachù ‘youth’; Acadian daqqu ‘the little one, the youth, son’. But daqqu immediately crosses with 

the Acadian dequ ‘good, propitious’. 

DALFÌNE 

The firstborn son of the the King of France was the Dauphin (dolfin). He would inherit the throne. 

The queen had to give birth ‘coram populo’. Constance d’Altavilla bore Frederick II of Swabia, 

stupor mundi, in the town square of Jesi, under a tent; so that nobody could doubt! At Delphi, a 

place in Greece, in the Temple of Apollo, an opening in the floor let out vapours that sent the Pythia 

into a trance. Under the effect of the exhalations the priestess rendered up the answers of the god. 

Delphi from Acadian daltu ‘opening, mouth of’; delfùs ‘door of life’. ‘The son of the opening’ is, 

in figurative speech, the literal meaning of Dalfine; he who opens the door, that is firstborn. 

Dalfine’s younger brother, of the same age as l’Dache, was Messelìne, a lively spirit, always at the 

head of the young Tarontines in organizing, by way of stone-throwing and wire stretched across 

the road, the defense of that district’s women, against woo-ers from other districts. Messeline ‘great 

chief’ from Acadian massu ‘chief, leader’ and Acadian ellù ‘high’. 

DAMIANE 

‘Spouse’, from Sumerian dam ‘spouse, partner‘ and Sumerian- Acadian en, enu ‘lord’. (see 

‘Dame’, in English) 

DIDDÒ 

As has been read in the Proposition, the same thing can be considered under different aspects. From 

this stems the differences in different languages. To be able to give air to the bagpipes it is 

necessary to place them against one’s chest and thus in German they are called dudelsack from 

Acadian dadu, Ugrian dd, Hebrew dad, Aramaic dadda: ‘breast’. And since the bag can be  

compared to  a small sack dudelsack, the bagpipes are ‘the sack held to the breast’. It could come 

about that, when breastfeeding was solely maternal, that weaning time arrived, sometimes, a bit 

later than usual and a metaphor was used to indicate a baby who should already be weaned but still 

suckled from the breast. 



FARRÈLLA 

The Latin foro, as; ‘I thrust, I cut through’ the Arab fara, Hebrew bara, from Acadian para’u 

‘wield, cut’. The reefs of Capri: rifts of rock precipitated into the sea (faraglioni in Italian). The 

case of the exchange between labials P B F has already been seen. Farèlla ‘excavator, stabber’; -

ella from Acadian allù, Hebrew elle, Latin ille, gives this term the literal meaning of ‘that 

which/who fends though’. 

FERNACIARE 

The ending –are is Acadian aru, eru youth, offspring;  we find it in many other terms Pellatare, 

Callare, Cefèrre. The fernaciare is not a youth who takes care of ovens (fornaci); but for the very 

reason that he is young he has other things on his mind. The Latin fornix, fornicis is ‘arch, 

subterranean vault’ “In terrai motibus tutissimi sun edificiorum fornices.  = In earthquakes the 

vaults of the houses are safer “ (Plinius – from his Dictionary). The underground dwelling areas 

made up the shelters for the poor people and for sinful women (prostitutes). Thou shalt not 

fornicate. – The formulation of the 6
th

 comandment that, during Sunday school indoctrination, you 

had no idea what it meant. Ferniciare from Acadian buru ‘well, cavity’ Acadian aru, eru 

‘offspring, youth’ . 

IDA 

The Cretan hero Idomeneus who stood out for valor and wisdom in the Trojan War and who one 

tradition tells us migrated to Southern Italy, is from the Acadian idu-ummani ‘supporter of the 

army’. Ida, as the first name of a woman, ‘arm, aid, supporting force.’ 

MARIANE 

The maryannu, in the ancient Oriental empires (Sabatino Moscati ‘Antichi imperi d’Oriente’ = 

‘Ancient Oriental Empires’ – Compton p. 191) was the dominating noble class, Aramaic waria, 

maria, Indian Marajà ‘dominator, lord’; Acadian warù (marù):  Arab al-marù (man), Latin mas, 

maris. 

MARIO 

Acadian maru ‘youth, son’. 

MARTA 

The name of Artemis, Diane, on Crete was Britomartis, goddess of fecundity, represented with 

clusters of breasts. The hypothesis has been put forward that these were ex-voto from her devote 

pilgrims, made up of calf testicles sacrificed at her sanctuary. Martu in Acadian youth, girl, 

daughter’. 

MARTÉLLE 

The name of a common object (martello = hammer, in Italian) as a nickname? We now know the 

meaning of Mario. In Acadian elù is ‘high’. The intruding ‘t’ brings us to Martélle, to Martellone 

‘youth, high son’. 



MERLITTE 

Just after the curve on the road that leads to Lecce Vecchio, only a few dozen meters from l’ 

Mancine, at the beginning of the hillside, the remains of a dwelling are still to be found, destroyed 

by the earthquake, of Merlitte. The term has nothing to do with the nickname, which refers to  and 

indicates the locality: from the Acadian itti ‘near, next to, at’ and Acadian melu ‘heights’. 

NARGÉNTE 

Nero, Roman emperor (Nerone for Italians). Who more prince than he?. In Sumerian Ner ‘chief, 

prince, lord’. The suffix –ente indicates belonging, pertinence. Nargénte, ‘with the appearance of a 

prince’, from Acadian Ner ‘prince, chief’. Falcione, another name instead of Nargénte, comprises 

the meaning: ‘high lord’; from Acadian bal, Italic fala ‘heights’ and enu ‘lord’. 

‘NDERLIZZA 

The ‘stréjje’ (= witch, in Italian) entered into the houses at night,  through the  keyhole, anywhere 

there was a crack, like the wind. There was the péschie,(the plaque with the keyhole, in dialect) 

then, with the opening in the shape of a little man. This was the passage prefered by the witch. 

‘Nderlizza ‘that one of the shadows, of darkness, who moves in the ’ombra’ (shadow) from 

Sumerian andùl ‘shadow’, Acadian andullu ‘obscurity, darkness’, -za, in the anaphoric position 

corresponds to the Acadian determinative sa ‘that’. The term ‘Nderlizza has changed the r into one 

of the two original l’s. 

NEVELONE 

It is well-known. Young people compete in the most various ways; they think up just about 

anything. They were talking among themselves, one day, three friends including Angelo, from the 

Pentìne ditrict. To demonstrate his strength he grabbed the vujjera (boom, in dialect) of the plow 

and raised it up to the sky with one hand. “Si’ ne Nevelone!” (you are a ‘Nevelone’) his friends 

exclaimed. Maybe there was some cloud (nube, in Italian) in the sky, but in Acadian nabù is ‘to 

flash’, nabu, nebu ‘lightning, shining, flash’. The Latins and the Etruscan call lightning manubiae 

from the Acadian nagù ‘flash, shining’. The gesture of the youth brought out the admiration ho his 

companions who exclaimed Nevelone! To say; ‘you are splendid, luminous!’. 

PALAZZANE 

The arrow shot by Pàndarus wounded Diomedes’ shoulder; “antikrù dè dièske, palàsseto d’àimati 

thorex” ‘it went straight through, blood stained the armor’ (Iliad V, 100 – Version of Rosa 

Calzecchi Onesti – Einaudi editor). ‘I swing, I separate, I splatter, I stain, I soil’ the meanings of 

the Greek verb palasso. Actions that have to do with the job of a butcher. The Acadian palasu ‘to 

beat, to hit, to beat up, to break’ –ane from Sumerian-Acadian en, enu ‘man, lord’. 

PALLADINE 

“Don’t call him like that, or it will come out again! (it wil stick)” was the exhortation to not fix a 

nickname on someone. This nickname, brought out from the very ancient linguistic foundations, fits 

perfectly to a person who dresses accurately and presents himself with perfect attention to his own 



aspect. Palladine from Acadian paladu ‘attire, coverings, paludament, mantle’. Greek –inon, Latin 

–inum adjective affix. 

PISCIAQUATRÌNE  

It might sound blasphemous to put this nickname next to the word for Easter in Italian, PasquaI, 

but not after we will have brought to mind that Pasqua has its origins in the Acadian pasù  or pisù 

which means ‘purify’, mostly by means of fire; pisu means ‘pure’. Qutrianu ‘instrument for 

vaporizing’. Surely the Marsians weren’t unaware of mythology that narrated about how the 

descendents of Tyrrhene, son of the witch Circes, cured themselves with vapors and smoke; and 

how there was a female figue specialized in the cure for the evil eye, or the ‘magnotte’, and they 

were not lacking a piscaquatrìne, that is an expert in ‘disinfecting with vapors’. 

 

SPELURGIA 

A night with a full moon, like during the days of Easter-time, and with a clear sky. When you 

pronounce the name Spelurgia you envision the face of a woman, very pallid, like moonlight. That 

pallor  is even more highlighted by a headcovering, white as well, that Spelugia uses to collect her 

hair, always well-kept. White stockings. Fond of beautiful songs, Spelurgia never declines an 

invitation to let you listen to a piece of opera. Magic moon, enchanting moon is Spelurgia. In 

English the word spell has the meaning of ‘magic word, enchant, witchcraft, enchantment, 

fascination’ from Acadian sipu ‘prayer, magic’. In –ùrgia can be noticed the same meaning 

gathered in Argìa from Acadian arhu ‘moon’ and therefore, by way of metaphor, ‘shining, 

splendid, luminous’. Music enchants. The German language catches this aspect of music and gives 

us the term ‘to play music’ with spielen. 

UMBRONE 

“Quin et Maruvia venit de gente sacerdos-fronde super galeam et felici comptus oliva-Archippi 

regis missu fortissimus Umbro, vipereo generi et graviter spirantibus hydris- Spargere qui somnosa 

cantuque manuque solebat-mulcebatque iras et morsus arte levabat- “ 

“Umbro the priest the proud Marrubians led, / By King Archippus sent to Turnus' aid, / And 

peaceful olives crown'd his hoary head. / His wand and holy words, the viper's rage, / And venom'd 

wounds of serpents could assuage. / He, when he pleas'd with powerful juice to steep / Their 

temples, shut their eyes in pleasing sleep.” (The Aeneid, VII 750 - 756 – Virgil - Translated by John 

Dryden) He came from Marruvium (Marrubio), Umbro, at the head of strong Marsian warriors, to 

the aid of Turnus, against the Trojans. Marruvium, on the banks of Lake Fucino.
13

 (words here 

cancelled by author) Umbro ‘lord of the lake’ from Acadian apparu, Sumerian ambar ‘marsh, 

pond, lake’. 
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 Note: Turnus and Umbro are previous to the foundation of Rome -- -Umbro therefore is not from 

Marruvium, but from the Greek Archippus, behind Ortygia (Ortucchio) – [Za-Fra] 

 



 

VRADDE-BERARDE 

It is necessary to take a good look at –arde, the second component of the name; it can be found in 

other names: Lionarde, Gelarde, Abelarde… The servant adept to services for the temple is 

(w)ardu; from the verb warù ‘to carry/to bring’, and evidently indicates the duties of the servant or 

the slave (found again in the term warda ‘he who carries/brings’, in varecchione, in 

warzewacchie, -in English, in the word warden,-)  the ‘servantí’ adept for carrying the ‘water’… 

the first component ber- is clearly the matrix of belu, Etruscan vel ‘lord’, Baal. Brenno, the well-

known chief of the Gauls, is from Acadian bèru, bèrum ‘chosen, elect’. Therefore, the meaning of 

the name Vradde is clearly ‘slave, chosen servant’. In Vradde; V < B and  d < r. For Christianity, 

Berardo, the name of the patron saint of the cities of Teramo and Pescina is ‘servant of the Lord’. 

 

ZIANE 

‘That lord’. The Aramaic zi has taken from the Acadian su, demonstrative pronoun ‘that’ which we 

find in today’s Sardinian article su ‘the’, en, enu ‘lord’. Primitive language, not yet evoluted, often 

uses a figurative dialect. If it be legitimate to base something on a memory, in the optical memory 

of quatrane, Ziane appears like a ‘lord’ of limited stature. 

 

 

 



COMMON NAMES 

ALMANACCA 

Not many years ago, women would get into a quarrel for the least little things and they would 

enunciate offensive words. Almanacco  was one of these words. Not realizing it, these women were 

citing the Prophet Isaiah when they would say it. “And here: the almah shall conceive and bear a 

son…” (Isaiah 7, 14; Matthew 1, 23). Translated into Greek with parthènos ‘virgo intacta’. 

AMMIZZE 

Referring to a person of any age, whether very young or much more on in years, the term is 

accompanied by ‘bbone (= good)’ or ‘cattive (=bad)’ and means the good or bad manners they had 

learned, in their everyday behavior in social situations. The word amizze, in a society whose 

principal activity was that of grazing herds and flocks, indicates a young sheep just weaned and 

ready to be inserted in the main flock, to become a part of it and begin production. Amizze, from 

the Acadian ammu ‘people, community’ passed on to the Greek amu ‘together’. We read in Homer 

(The Iliad: XXIII, 362) “Oi d’ama pantes ef’ippun màstigas’ “they raised their whips all together 

on the horses”. 

ANCÌNE 

The blackberries without  thorns  (uncino), those higher up on the brambles, stay there, nice to look 

at. Ancìne from the Acadian unqu, enqu ‘ring’. 

ANNEQUELLITE 

A chick who can’t keep up with the others and arrives too little and too late to peck, grows slowly 

and not enough, curved in onto itself, it is annequellite (pronounced an-nek-el- lee-tə).  A human 

being, too, when poorly nourished, with an emaciated aspect and physical conditions that are signs 

of suffering, with head and neck bent over into curved shoulders, is called annequellite; from the 

Acadian annaqu, unqu, ‘ring’. In the times when Numus Pompilio was King, a shield sent down 

by some god, fell from the sky “idque ancile uocat, quod ab omni parte recisum es – quaque note 

oculis, angulus omnis abest.” The king “calls it ancile, since it seemed to be cut as a round thing in 

every part of it, and without any angle wherever you looked at it. (Ovidio: Fasti III, 377-378. BUR 

editor –from the translation by Luca Canali). Iti ‘near, next to’ and thus annequellite  is able to be 

translate into Italian with ‘bent like a ring (‘anello’ in Italian)’, like the incile (=  basin, sink) of the 

Fucino Lake. 

ARRÌ 

“Method of soliciting beasts used to carry weights so that they will walk; in Slavic, the voice one 

uses to make the donkey move” (Tommaseom Dizionario della lingua italiana). Using 

Tommaseo’s words as our own we can remember, now that the pastoral woodlands world has 

disappeared and with it, the animals linked to it, that arrì that we have used so many times to get 

our goats moving…! Form Acadian aru ‘to go’; Hittite ar-  ‘to go’’. 

 

 



BAŠTIANE 

Bastiane (pronounced bash-tee-ah-nə). Form the Greek word éidolon. A.L.Opennheim in his work 

“ L’ antica Mesopotamia’ ( = ‘The ancient Mesopotamia) p. 179 writes “the term refers to a statue 

like an apparition that has the semblance of an individual. –one, -ane thus ‘individual’. Baštu in 

Acadian is ‘regality, magnificence, dignity,’ but also vigor, vital force, whip.’ “Oh! Baštià” is the 

name with which the bastiane (someone showing off) was called, always using an ironic and 

teasing tone whether they be showing off with regal magnificence, which would be like a miles 

gloriosus, or whether they be showing off, above all, their physical…vigor. 

 

BELEVÌNE 

Howling from the bare branches of the trees, icy winds flash water and snowflakes, dimming the 

sight. These are the maximum expressions of a storm with rain and snow and wind; they are the 

belevìne, always said with the plural. Bel, in Acadian, is ‘lord’; Belenus the Celtic god of fountains; 

Baal, attributed to be the god of storms and vegetation; (w)ine from Acadian enum, inu ‘source, 

river’; (see Que-tine). Each gust of wind seems to outdo the preceding one. Je belevìne literally 

‘the lords of the storm’. 

 

BERTÒNECA  

“A Fossa Perrone cresce la bèrtoneca, i le Vagnelitte ze lafemèval!” – “At the Fossa Perrone 

grows  bertòneca, and the Vagnolitte smoked it!” Thus  testifies L’Dache. Betony  (Mandragora 

microcarpa), from the family of the solanacea, to which tobacco, too, belongs, (obviously le 

Vagnelitte knew his business!), prefers humid places. It grows abundantly along the steep banks of 

the Fossa Perrone. At Fossa Perrone there is an abundance of water, as we have seen at that word 

and where, in the past, a ‘brook’ flowed as confirmed by the Municipal terrain plan on page 22. The 

bertoneca, therefore, from Acadian burtu ‘pond, cistern’ and Acadian iku ‘dike, canal’. 

 

BUCCSE 

This was the grain, precious! Fortunate were those families who could be provisioned up until the 

next reaping! It was transported to the threshing-floor by way of donkey, which  never missed … 

packing away something good. A precious sheaf of wheat would have been finished by mouthfuls 

(bocconi in Italian) before it got to the threshing area. It was necessary to avoid that ‘the pack was 

finished off’. The screen, put over its head, that covered its mouth and impeded it from eating the 

burden it carried was the buccse, from Acadian pù ‘opening, mouth’ and the Acadian kasa 

‘covering, sunset’ , see the Italian occaso  and our dialectic kesùre. 

 

 



DARASSE 

Black clouds discharge, in the midst of thunder and lightning, a flood-rain; the sheep are still, 

gathered together to protect themselves one against the other. “Darasse, Lord!”, prays the shepherd 

protected, somehow, by the ‘ambrélla’.  And yet nothing discourages the sheep-herder, being, as he 

is, used to living with nature’s adversities. “Free us, o Lord, from such a calamity!” is the prayer 

which that lost soul sends up to Heaven. Repel, push back is the meaning of darasse from the 

Acadian darasu. 

The goddess Athena, along with her other names, was also called thrasò ‘the intrepid, the one who 

repels the enemy’. 

 

ÉNNECE 

A fake egg, that makes the chickens want to [make]fetus. In Acadian ennu ‘guide, chief.’  The 

terminal phoneme –ce  is the Acadian pronoun su, ‘that’ in anaphoric position.  

 

JALANE 

When they once plowed with oxen, owned by few, they would call in the plow-man, and indicate to 

him which terrain was to be plowed. It was his duty, then, to take care of the plowing. The plow-

man was therefore an envoy; iallo  in Greek ‘I send, I push.’ This Greek, like our jalane is from 

Acadian elù, alù, ‘to make move’ ane is the Acadian enu  ‘lord, man’. 

 

MEŠŠITTE (read: mesheet-tā) 

“Abraham had seventy-five years of age when he left Karan. Abraham took Sarai, his wife, and Lot, 

his brother’s son, and all his goods had been acquired in Karan and all the servants that they had 

procured there and they began to travel towards the country of Canaan. (Gen. 12, 4-5). 

In the beginning presentation, the reader has been informed that in 1700 the town counted a good 

4667 sheep and 2849 goats. Those who took care of the flocks were: ‘the massare,  je pequerare, 

je varzevacchie, je beššine (read ‘besheenā). The owner was the ‘lord’ as testified in Sumerian 

with the term mi+sita. (Semerano: p. 145). Coming from Sumerian, after three thousand five 

hundred years the term meššitte (=’massy’) has come to indicate ‘small owner ‘ of sheep. 

 

SCHIERILLE 

Arian, author of the 1
st
 century A.C. refers that the Shahphoids, Indian holy men, create their own 

shade with the plants of their own feet turned upside-down. In the tabernacle festivities the Hebrews 

made a tent with leafy branches, the sukka. The Greek skià ‘shade’. From Acadian sukka ‘shelter’. 

Sillu, in Acadian is ‘shade’. The original  purpose of the schierille is, therefore, that of sheltering 



domestic animals from the rays of the sun creating shady conditions. In –rille the ‘r’ has exchanged 

with the ‘s’ of the Acadian sillu ‘shade’. 

 

TRANSEMANZA 

This was well-known to our fathers and the fathers of our fathers’ fathers…the transemanza!
14

 

Towards the end of September there was a great lot of movement at ‘je jacce’. The lands of the 

Capitanata were waiting for our five thousand sheep. It took a month to get to Pujja (Puglia), “che 

non ce le portavi le pecore se non tenevi la cujja!!” (= you wouldn’t take the sheep (to Puglia) if 

you didn’t have the cradle). And the next year, along the same driving path they would go back to 

the mountains which they had left in Autumn. More  often than not there was a newborn waiting at 

home, as can be demonstrated by the many births in the months of June and July. And so, 

throughout the years, throughout the centuries, throughout millennia up until the 1930’s, these 

humans condemned to come and go back guided by the stars, the course of rivers, a sanctuary here 

and there. From trans ‘over there, beyond’ and humus ‘earth, ground, country, town’ is considered 

the derivation of transumanza. But this is not the origin of the term. The coming and going of the 

people following the flocks and herds is the meaning of transemanza from the Acadian tarù ‘to 

turn, turn around, return, come and go, round trip’ and the Acadian ummanu ‘people, persons, 

humans’ sa Acadian pronoun in anaphoric position. Transemanza ‘movement of peoples, men, 

tribes, humanity’. 

 

VEDANNA 

When a common dish was once cooked up with acqua(e) sàla (= salted water), a piece of dry bread 

softened in boiling water with a pinch of salt, the vedana, the same recipe but enriched with an egg, 

would make a dish fit for a king. Acadian wedù, Latin unda, Greek (v)udor, ‘water’ and Acadian 

dannu ‘strong, powerful’. Vedanna, ‘the water  which gives strength.’ Correlated … to the 

panzanella, to pan bagnato, to acquasàla (all made with ‘old’ bread dampened with boiling, salted 

water, sometimes with the addition of some wild herb gathered in the fields,  a dish for the poor in 

ancient times). 

 

VRINA 

Many families owned at least one nanny-goat; with its milk, breakfast and supper were secured for 

the children, like so many little Jupiters, grown up with the milk of the nanny-goat Amaltea. A 

female donkey with a kid, who had a nice vrina, would give tranquility to a family since her milk, 

very similar to human milk, could feed a baby who couldn’t get enough mother’s milk. The vrina, 

the mammary glands of animals; from Acadian warìnu, ‘skin bag’. 
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 A usage in the agricultural world where livestock is moved from summer pasture to winter pasture and vice-versa. 



ZURRE 

One morning half-way through October. She goes to the town fountain to get water. She has the 

pitcher set well on the cloth (the spara, cèrcine) wound accurately on her head. She goes back home 

calmly in the middle of the road. Not a single car passes. There are none because nobody owns one. 

A drove of goats, one per family, is being led to pasture. Goat bells fill the silent air with their tinny 

sound and in an odd way cheer up the hamlet of Balmora.  But n’zurre, the one who guides the 

goats, isn’t happy about that presence in the middle of the road. He takes a run up to her and … the 

unfortunate damsel who can’t see except only in front of herself, ends up falling to the ground. That 

violent individual has the worst of it. The water pitcher full of water is dumped on him and ends up 

stuck on his noddle down to his neck. Running around in circles blindly he sows panic in his flock. 

A passerby can’t hold in his laughter. Fun for a couple of schoolchildren who were coming down 

into town to school. Zurre; from Acadian erhu, irhu ‘to be aggressive, impetuous’ Latin ‘hircus’; 

zu (Aramaic zi), as seen before, is the Acadian determinative su functioning as an article; zurre 

from su irhu ‘he who is aggressive, the violent one.’ 

NOTE: 
Let not the reader lose sight of the fact that these pages are nothing more than scratch paper with notes. 



MATTONE = Up until not so many years ago, the hilly countryside of Marsica was all cultivated, 

often one would come upon flocks of sheep and goats out to pasture, and small herds of livestock, 

and one could notice in the center of a field, in the midst of the gathered crops, ‘le Mattone’, a stick 

about the size of a small rod, which had a handful of straw or hay tied on one end of it and had 

nothing to do with the normal, everyday brick (mattone in Italian), unknown to any dictionary; this 

may bring back to mind the “Matta”, the most important playing card of the deck, the ‘Master of 

the field” of the game, the master of that farm. MATUM in Acadian means ‘earth, field, country, 

region’; in antique Egyptian Ke-met was the “BLACK EARTH”, the fertile earth of the river delta, 

in order to distinguish it from the red earth of the Sahara. Among the Estruscans: Metlumth was 

attributed divine powers with the meaning “Protector of the town.” 

CAFONE = the component –ONE in Acadian means Man, Lord; but of what, of whom is Cafone 

the Lord? In the Iliad (VIII, 434): “ikai tus men katedesan epi ambrosie KAPE-sin”; “and those 

(horses) thus tied to the ambrosial MANGERS”. In the ODDYSEY (IV, 40) “kai tus men katedesan 

ef ippeiesi KAPE-si”: “and they tied them to the horse MANGERS”: In ancient Greek: KAPE is the 

manger; the CAPE-ZZA (Italian for head-rope, halter) secures the animals to the troughs; literally: 

“that (SA) of the manger”; but  Greek, as in all the hypothetically Indo-European languages 

(Semerano LXVIII) has its origins in the Middle East and in Acadian is the STALL which, 

metaphorically, indicates: “livestock”, “animals”, “cattle”. The expression “I’m going to the stall” 

means “I’m going to take care of the animals.” The labials P B F are exchanged. QABU becomes 

“CAFU” in Marsian, thus CAFU ONE literally means “LORD OF THE STALL!”, “THE LORD 

OF THE LIVESTOCK”; master of herds and flocks. (loosely translatable as ‘peasant’ – note of 

translator) 

ZIONE = In and around Lecce nei Marsi this means “THIS, THAT SIR, THAT MAN” where “ZI” 

is a determinative, today “SA, SE”, and corresponds to the Acadian “SU”,”SA”; “this, that”; 

Aramaic “ZI”; the determinative “ZE” is much more widespread in that of “ZE-PESCHIE” 

(Pescasseroli). 

FALASCA = FARA, in Semitic tongues, means “TOP”, “PEAK”. Arabian has kept “FARA” and in 

Italic, by way of liquid interchange (R…L), FALA is the plateau (as in Fal-terona). 

FALASCA is the name of a ‘high’ grass, similar to wheat when it sprouts. FALASCO is the  “name 

in vulgar of the marshland plants used to weave around demijohns, chair seats, flasks” (Mr. 

Devoto). 

FALLUCCHI = Surname of individuals from Bisegna. From –UCCHE=AGU Acadian, WATER, 

aqua Latin. FAL=HIGH, (HIGH WATER). 

 

BERARDO = BER – Acadian BERUM: “chosen”: ARDO. From an Acadian document WARDU-

S(A)EKALLI, which means: “THE SLAVE, THAT ONE OF THE PALACE”) SA: demonstrative 

pronoun in anacoluthon position. BERARDO= “slave, servant, chosen”. 

WARZEWACCHIE = WARD(U)-S(A)-(W)AGU = means “servant, the one (adept) for the water”, 

of an age between 12 and 15 years.  



SILONE= Poppaedius Silo, Marsian General, commander of the Italic League in the Social War, 

means “ PROTECTOR” from “SILLU”: protection, protecting shade; POPPAEDIUS: “Grand 

Priest”, from POPA, minister of cult. SA-ILU= that one of the oracle god. ONE=LORD, MAN = 

THE MAN who PROTECTS = SIL-ONE 

PITONE= PIT= Mouth, Cavity, Opening (in the rock) –ONE =Lord, Man. The Giovenco River was 

called Pitone (like the Serpent that in the Petogne of Luco di Angythia, in the opening of the Rock, 

drinks back its own waters). 

PISCINA and PISCARA= This is how, for thousands of years, Pescina and Pescara were called, 

with a change over time of the vowel I into the vowel E, with “mute” pronunciation, Abruzzese 

style. 

PITT-SA-INN is the breakdown of the first word, in Acadian PIT= OPENING, MOUTH, 

OPENING AT THE MOUTH; SA= THAT; IN(N), AIN=Fiume, (for example INN(sbruck), 

Aniene…). Then, to correct A. Di Pietro who makes the name of Pescina derive from the Piscine 

(=pools) of the Giovenco River, the Acadian denomination is “THAT(which is found)AT THE 

MOUTH of the RIVER!; while Pescara should really mean PIT-SA-RA=(MOUTH, OPENING), 

THAT of the SUN, THAT WHICH IS FOUND AT THE MOUTH of the LIGHT. 

SPERONE= the uninhabited town, composed of the suffix ONE, Lord-Man and from SPER- which 

stands for ESPERION, Vesper, meaning precisely THE LORD of the EVENING. On clear nights, 

without clouds, to those who observe the skies from Ortucchio (ORTYGIA) or from Pescina 

(PITSAIN), the luminosity of the planet Venus can’t be missed in that direction, (the first ‘star’ that 

appears at Vespers). 

FALCONE = Surname from the Register of the Baptized of the Diocese of Pescina, belonging to 

people who inhabited Sperone and now reside at Borgo Sperone at Gioia dei Marsi. Composed of 

the suffix ONE(MAN, LORD), and of FAL(High)-Lc(RA)Sun, Light==THE Lord of the High Sun, 

as in Fa-RA-ONE. 

ZAZZARA=in Acadian SU,SA, are demonstrative pronouns THAT (m. and fem.) that live again in 

the Aramaic ZI, in the Sardinian SU, in the ZE(THE) from Pescasseroli. ZARU is AUTHOR, 

GENERATOR; SOWER. ZARA-thustra means AUTHOR of writings. Literally Zazzara=THE 

SOWER, THE AUTHOR, THE GENERATOR. 

HANNIBAL (ANNIBALE, in Italian) = HANNI(Praised, Approved, Chosen one)-BAAL(GOD, 

DIVINITY). 

The Carthaginian General, after his victory at Trasimeno Lake (216 B.C.), camped at the locality of 

Campo Reale (“nghambriane”), on the shores of the Fucino Lake, below Cerfennium (Collarmele), 

waiting for and hoping that the Marsi would ally themselves with him to destroy Rome, so as to 

wreak vengeance for the Greek-Phoenician Dido (and to obtain supremacy over the Mediterranean). 

MIL-ONIA = The Lady of the Apples and Honey (mele and miele in Italian) (today’s Rivoli-

Collecavalli at Ortona dei Marsi). 



JOYA = (GIOIA VECCHIO) Acadian = LIGHT, DAY. The Sun seen rising from HIGH, along the 

banks of the Fucino Lake and which was symbolized at Ortygia (Ortucchio) by the god Apollo (god 

of the Sun) who will go on to kill the Python (in the Pedogna) born from the mud. 

BISEGNA = B(Pit).Ss-Gna-(Inn). (Mouth, that, of the river). In this case the mouth of the Python 

River is understood to mean the source “of the Giovenco” (Puto, opening in the rock), while the 

other Pit-Sa-Inn (Pescina) is to be understood as “that (which is found) at the mouth (mouth of the 

river) of the river” (Pitone/Python-Giovenco). 

Thus Bisegna and Pescina have the same “Archelogos”. (Za-Fra) 

 



SCOPE NARE 

In the counties of the territories of the Marrucines and the Frentanes, of Chieti and Lanciano, 

reconnoitered by the ‘zampognaro’ (the player of bagpipes), the word used for  the song-player, 

travelling bard  is scope nare. 

This set of notes is finalized to explain the reason this name is used, referring specifically to the 

character that collective imagination associates with Christmas; with his wandering  around from 

county to county, from house to house. Continuing the research on the meaning of scope nare 

stimulates curiosity that, once satisfied  will be a … discovery! 

The first, not to be disregarded, clue is given by the pronunciation. The accent tells us that it is not 

one, but two words, as we have written, since the sound of the voice hovers with the same intensity 

both on scope and on nare. Words that have a foreign air and whose meaning is obscure; 

“belonging to a barbarian tongue” as the Greeks would have said, then. Where to seek, in this case? 

Eureka…! Let us begin precisely with Greek! 

“Skopùs de kagò kai katoptèras stratù  épempsa.” ‘Explorers to observe the army I sent out!”: 

(Aeschylus: “Seven against Thebes”. verse 36) “Telòthen en lèio pedio; parà de skopòn èisen 

antitheon Fòinika” “far from the uniform plains; I sent as observer the divine Phoenix” (Iliad 23, 

359: --Einaudi. Version of Rosa Calzecchi Onesti). A figure begins to clearly be outlined as the 

zampognaro: a wanderer who, in his pilgrimages, explores  and observes whatever he runs into. 

Scope! (skopòs: explorer, discoverer). Skopià, vedette, skopèin ‘to see with the mind’s eye.’ 

(blèpo, I see with the physical eye.) 

The song-player looks all around observing, and the singer puts together melody and voice. Near-

o(i)dos, young singer; is found in the dictionary. The word ‘near-o(i)dos’ sends to ‘neaoidòs’ 

where, the meaning of singer is construed from ‘aoidòs’, aedo and ‘nea’, after losing the ‘r’, is 

obviously young. 

This essay has no intention of occupying itself with linguistics; but does not withdraw itself from a 

consideration. After comprehending the texts written in cuneiform characters, and after the 

discovery of Ebla, on the part of an Italian expedition, and from this enormous library, we know 

that in Sumerian, well before the Phoenician alphabet and therefore before the Greek one, which 

descends from it, naru is the  musician. The Greek near, is from Sumerian naru; -o(i)dè: inno, ode. 

The terms scope nare, from extremely antique origins, surviving in the counties of Chieti, with 

which they indicate the zampognaro (bagpipe player), are thus of Greek origins? 

The great historian and epigraphist  Theodor Mommsen, in his “Osservazioni sul bronzo di Rapino, 

ora nel museo reale di Berlino (1946) (= ‘Observations on the Bronze of Rapino, now in the royal 

museum of Berlin’), writes exactly: “osco non fu certamente” (=’Oscan it certainly was not’) the 

language of the Marrucines. Therefore, must be added, it has no Greek origins. “Oscan and 

Volscan…” There is no doubt; the languages of Europe have the same origins. The mother of all 

tongues, according to the esteemed philologist Giovanni Semerano, (“The Origins of the European 

Culture” Leo S. Olschki Editor) is Sumerian-Acadian which, on the expansion of the Empire of 

Sargon the Great (about 2340 – 2284), had spread throughout the Western World when, as Plato 

reminds us in Tymotheus, the Greeks were still ‘youths’. 



This is the longest journey ever done by the “travelling musician”! by “the musician explorer”! 

Scope nare! And who could not notice in zampo-gnaro  the antique Sumerian word naru and the 

Greek near? 

From Sumerian-Acadian is also the German DUDELSACK, Bohemian-Polish DUDY, Hungarian 

DUDA; from Semitic, Ugrian DD, Hebrew DAD, Aramaic DADDA; “breast. BRUST”; Acadian 

DADU. (DUDE(L)SACK = Brustessack: ‘because it is laid on the breast!!’) 

Berardo Ettorre 

(Abruzzi) 

These annotations were already prepared when, by accident, my eyes fell on the pamphlet given me 

as a homage from the Organization of the 7
th

 Festival of the Zampogna of Oravskà Polhora which 

was held from September 14 to 17, 2006. The Slavic folkloristic bands are called Skupina. 

And here also the ‘musicians’ who when travelling ‘explore’. 

One of the basic reasons that languages differ is pointed out by one of the brightest intuitions in 

Renaissance times: it is the work of Francisco Sànchez, el Brocense (“Minerva seu de causis 

linguae latinae,” 1587, book I) “the same things are designated by different peoples with 

different words because each and every thing can be considered under different aspects.” 



EIRE     -APPENDIX- 

PEOPLES AND COUNTRIES UNDER THE SIGN OF THEIR NAMES 

The antique denominations of the Island are taken back to a derivation from an originating Celtic 

form *iwerijo, iveriju (gen. *iverinos), Old Irish Erin, Modern Eire. The name ‘Iέρνŋ in Strabone, 

“Εριν in Sicilian Diodoro (V, 32), is the oldest source. Avieno (Ora mar., 108) brings to mind the 

sacred isle, interpreting ‘Iέρνŋ as ίερός: Tolomeus has ‘Ioʋ ερνία, Mela, Iuverna (III, 53: Inv. II, 

159): the Latin Hibernia retraces hibernus; Hiberio is the Confessio S. Patricii (see Itin. Marit.); but 

like in the name of Spain, Iberia, which means “land on the other side of the sea strait”, Hiberio 

discovers the corresponding base from the Acadian ebēru, ḫabāru (“to cross over”, “to cross the 

water”), ebar (form there, ‘beyond’), ebertu (‘the other bank’). 

 The social framework of Ireland will be based on the ‘fine’, as for the Germans on the Sippe; fine, 

“tribe”, like the ethnic Finn, which corresponds to the Acadian binnu, the Hebrew benê (sons, 

populace), with analogy to Latin populous: Acadian papallu (offspring). The antique Irish fortress 

structure rath, vale, ditch, looks back, although semantically, towards the Semitic, the Hebrew 

qereth (fortress, city), but really corresponds to the Acadian rāṭ um (trench, current, ‘Rinne’). 

It is necessary to outline the name Brehoni, those to whom Antique Ireland entrusted their judicial 

traditions, gathered together in the Book of the Aicill, the digest that is the center of the sentences by 

the judges councils of Cormac and Cennfaeladet, as referring to the local: “Natural Laws”. Brehoni, 

the experts of the Digesta, are those who, elected as experts and as worthy that task, had the duty to 

control, examine, choose between the various sentences: the name recalls the Acadian base of bêru 

(‘choose, select’). The Leabhar Acle demonstrates that the law system substantially descended from 

the elderliness of a chief and this tradition goes back to the times of the valorous King Cond and his 

nephew Cormac, author of the book: the name Acle corresponds to the antique Acadian akli, 

genitive of aklu (chief, st. c. akil: ‘overseer: as person in charge of a group of soldiers, workers or 

craftsmen’): the word fili, the juridical interpretations of the will of the sovereign, corresponds to 

the Acadian bēli, genitive of bēlu (‘lord, ruler’) and also for the vainly sought for origins of the 

word bill it is necessary to look back to the meaning of will, sovereign disposing. One of the best 

proofs of the remote connection to this culture with the world of the Antique Mediterranean is the 

Irish word Càin, as in the meaning of justice, law, civil and religious: about càin there have been 

given nonsense etymologies, which absurdly bring it near to the Latin castus, word that is of further 

unknown origins, and the never missing Sanskrit, śasti ‘instructs’, while the corresponding base 

from the Acadian kajānum (conforming to the rule, 
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THE WORLD OF THE DIVINE AND OF THE HEROES 

…source/fountain. It is known that Delphi was the seat of oracles through incubation. Castalia 

meant ‘sacred to the God”: Acadian qašdu (sacred, consecrated, pur, ‘heilig rein’ vS, 906 a) and 

elu, ilu, Aramaic ‘alāhā  (‘god’, ‘Gott’). 

The name of the fountain Cassotis, from which the Pythic priestess drew water and drank a sip 

before pronouncing the oracles, is of the same base: Acadian qašādu (to be pure, ‘rein sein’, vS, 

906 a), with the meaning that those were the waters of purification. The name of the fountain 

Delphusa means “mouth of the fountainhead”: the ending -οṽ σϰ  from the corresponding 

heteronym of Acadian wūṣ u (mūṣ u: ‘outflow of water’). In conclusion, about the original value 

of word Δελφοί it is a remote testimonial of an Acadian daltu-erṣ eti., literally “gate/door of the 

Earth”, that is Chthonian Earth”. (‘Unterwelt’, vS, 154): this confirms the intuition “Door: of the 

Earth” is the other name of Delphi, Πυθώ, which corresponds to the Acadian pītu (opening, mouth, 

opening in a rock, in a wall, ‘ Öffnung, Wallörfnung’, vS, 871 puttu (open, aperto¸ ‘offen’). 

Religion, therefore, of the earth and thus of the subterranean waters, the cult of Poseidon testifies 

this, thus the religion of fecundity, of fertility, which is the origin of any cult, this also affirmed by 

Dionysius (see) whose tomb they  asserted to venerate at Delphi. Pitu recalls the Acadian bītu 

(‘house, temple’). 

Demetria 

Demetria Δημήτηρ, Δαμάτηρ, whose myth was separated from that of Cora or Persephone, her 

daughter, is the great and wise goddess who entrusts unto Triptolemus  the laws which regulate 

agriculture and with these every civil way of living together. Demetria is the hypostasis of the 

civilization unto itself which develops from agriculture and creates out of lawless nomads  the 

harmonic societies held tight by the discipline of human gatherings. From this she appears to be a 

typically Greek divinity in contrast with Cybele, Rhea, Dionysus who represent the primeval and  

unchained forces of Nature. Demetria and her daughter Cora are called ‘the Great Goddesses’ (αί 

ίεγάλαι θεαί), “ the Venerables” (αί σεμναί). Exiodus exhorts his brother Perseus to pray to the 

goddess (Op,. v. 465 and following) and becomes harbinger of her rules, an echo of those rules that 

Triptolemus, on a cart drawn by dragons, spread everywhere when the Goddess invited him to do 

so. 

The most typical festivals  for Demetria are the “Tesmophories”, celebrated everywhere in Greece 

(Herod., II,. 171),  in the month that on Crete and at Rodi they call Themophorios and in Boeotia 

Damatrios: the most appropriate epithet for the Goddess is θεσμοφόρος , that is promoter of 

appropriations regulated by rules (see Tesmoforie). 

With the name Δαμάτηρ, Frisk enumerate a series of hypotheses;  
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FROM …. “Popoli e Paesi nel segno dei loro nomi”.. (Peoples And Countries Under The Sign Of 

Their Names) by G. Semerano 

…from the Acadian base BERU, BERUM which means chosen one, anointed one, 

 ILU, ELU, ELI and in Aramaic ALAHA (God, Allah) and… 

 SA which in Acadian is the determinative article = That Which/Who… 

 

BERARDO = VRADDE = THAT CHOSEN ONE 

 

 

 

Citing from … “Il mondo del Divino e degli Eroi” (The World Of The Divine And Of The Heroes) 

by G. Semerano … the name of the fountan DELPHUS means Mouth of the Source….the Greek 

word DELFOI is testimony of remote Acadian DALTU-ERSETI which means Door of the Earth, 

which is the other name of Dephi, PUTO, in Acadian PITU which corresponds to Opening, Mouth, 

Opening in a rock, in a wall: “PUTTU = Aperto, Open, Offen” 

PIT-ONE- -- GIOVENCO. The river which disappeared into the opening in the Rock. 

 

Za-Fra 
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…for a presumed Indo-European feudality:  has sought to bring back in the Cretan word a religious 

value that the Greek language recognizes in τέρατα. 

As for what concerns the life of Mycenaean Greece, he begins to admit that we do not know the 

name by which these Mycenaeans called themselves. If we really do want to call them Acheians, as 

is often admitted, the Acadian aḫḫū
15

 “neighbours or brouthers, of the same bloodline” would 

indicate a social group of similar populaces. Because, in a general way, Indo-European has never 

been able to explain neither the value nor the origin of the word ‘Αχαιοί. As for the details on this 

question, the word οκα
16

, which often appears in a group of five Mycenaean tables and which 

cleverly has been presumed to be ‘some kind of military unit,’ corresponds to the Acacian uku 
17

 

‘army’ with the Greek meaning λαός. 

Declinations and flexing suffixes 

As for the declinations, thematics, athematics and flexing suffixes, the results of what is herein 

written have the values of evolution into Greek and Latin of morphological elements we can find in 

Sumerian and in Acadian. 

It has been written that the Mycenaean syllabic system, with the suppression of the final consonants 

and the second element of a dipthong in –i, reduced to only one the many thematic declinations, an 

analogic phenomenon is that recorded by the Acadian language which will later adopt without 

distinction u, i, a. 

Pronouns 

Personal pronouns have not been clearly recognized. The demonstrative which has been found in 

*so, does not differ from the Acadian šû (this). If there may be some trace in the correspondence 

relative to őς, its base can be found in Acadian ša (that which), determinative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
15

 Acadian aḫū (plur. aḫḫū ) ‘brother, colleague, associate, as term for a specific social political, legal or emotional 

relationship’. CAD, I 195 and following see p. 437 

16
 “Probably the name of a military detachment or sector: okha…”, Mycen. Vocabulary in Documents in Mycenaean 

Greek,  p. 401 

17
 Acadian uqu (‘Heer, Volk’).  
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Aramaic mātā (fatherland, inhabited land, ‘Gegiet, Land, Haimatland’, vS, 633 b): Lettonian mitu 

(to live in) results as a denominating term. In this testament concrete evidence comes forth about 

civilization and about the Sumerian-Acadian culture, spreading out to the most remote areas, 

beyond the presumed itineraries gone along by the Arian peoples carrying the future destinies of the 

Indo-Germanic world. While objectively noticing the data presented above, we have stayed on a 

plane of historic reality, without flowing over into suggestive gossips. Anterior Ind. piṇ ḍ a flat 

bread, with which one asks for a grace or good will from a divinity, corresponds to the Acadian 

putānu (biscuit, ‘Gebäck’), tracing through a corresponding base from Acadian pīdu (pardon, 

‘Verschonung’). Those who had the right to this flat bread were called sapiṇḍ a: the first 

component sa- corresponds to the usual formula of the Acadian determinative pronoun ša- (literally 

“those of the offering”). The word yoni (vulva) is near to the Latin cunnus  and answers to the 

Acadian qinnu, qennu (cavity, crack, generation, nest, family) and crossing with the base of the 

Acadian qanû (conduit, cane). The law, the solid ethic order of the world, the unviolable principle 

to which the universe obeys, the ᶉta, which corresponds to the Acadian word retū (that which is 

established, solidly fixed). 

To continue would be easy, but these pages wand to be an invitation to align, as work in a team, the 

Antique Indian words beside their preceding Sumerian-Acadian words and by these the Macedonian 

derivations. Here it is enough for us to show what is necessary to begin research in a larger and 

more sistematic field. Science can be appeased when it has opened unexpected prospectives, but 

with evident possibilities for development. We cannot forget, however, the similarities such as the 

indian agre (in front of) and the Acadian waḫ ra (maḫ ra: in front of ); adya (today) and the 

Sumerian udda (today, oggi in Italian); Sanskrit iti (thus), Acadian iti (and thus, and, with, beside); 

Sanskrit íṣ uḥ  (dart, orig. asta in Italian = rod), Acadian iṣ u (rod, wood): Sumerian giš; Sanskrit 

kavi (poet), Acadian qabû (to sing, proclaim); Sanskrit kâma (burn from desire, love), Acadian 

qamû (to burn), Ugaric hwt: ‘Wunsch’); Sanskrit ca (and), Acadian ke, ka (as, like); Sanskrit dah 

(to burn), Sumerian dag (burning); Sanskrit da (to give, dare in Italian), Acadian (na)dû (to give); 

Sanskrit dadhi (milk), Acadian digā (meant as mammary gland), Ugaric dd (breast), Arab dāda 

(wet-nurse), Aramaic daddā, Hebrew dad, (bust); Sanskrit jana , Acadian qinnu (family), Sanskrit 

tattva (truth), Acadian tāwītu (the word of the oracle, ‘Orakel’); Sanskrit duḫ itar (daughter), 

Acadian ṣ uḫartu (girl); Sanskrit nadî (river), Acadian nadû (to flow, to pour out) … 
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ZAZZARA, FRANCO FRANCESCO   was born at Pescina on 30 October 1949 

Surgeon as profession 

-he has transcribed and translated into Italian the “registro dei Battezzati della Diocesi dei Marsi” = 

the Records of the Baptized of the Diocese of Marsi (years 1572 – 1671) 

He has written:  -  Santa Rosalia di Palermo e Sand Berardo dei Marsi. Albatros Il Filo Editor 2012 

-  Marsi. Albatros Il Filo Editor 2012 

- Da Marruvium a ……… Piscina by E:B: --Za-Fra 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




